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The Bury Athenaeum - Annual General Meeting

Mon 14 Mar 2022 AGENDA 7:15pm

1. President’s opening remarks
a. Those present
b. Apologies

2. Minutes of the last AGM
3. Statement of Accounts and the report of the Honorary Treasurer

a. Appointment of Auditor(s)
4. The report of the Honorary Secretary on behalf of the Board
5. The report of the Chair of the Holding Trustees
6. Election of Officers
7. Election of Directors
8. Constitution amendments
9. AOB
10. President’s closing remarks
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1. President’s opening remarks
President Kath Squire (KS) opened the meeting at 7:15pm. Recording in operation. Receipts
from the recent Hospice Bowl event came to £1208.70. Special thanks to Anita Gold and Sue
Woods for assistance with catering. Subscriptions in 2021 were not levied because of the
closures during the pandemic. However, donations totalling £1500 were made by several
members in lieu of subscriptions and table money. Many thanks to those generous members.

a) 53 members in attendance.
b) Apologies from: Denise Pearce, Ruth Leaver, Ann Sallin and Mavis Cunningham.

2. Minutes of the last AGM
Online approval was obtained for AGM 2020 minutes by Dave Thomas and Robert Sloss. The
AGM in 2021 was not held because of the pandemic. However, accounts for 2021 were
audited by Andrew Horrocks and approved online by Tom Wilson and Pauline Standbridge.
These were then submitted to the Charity Commission as usual.

3. Statement of Accounts and the report of the Honorary Treasurer
Treasurer Janet Gander (JG) explained the accounts for y/e 31/12/2021. The surplus reflects
the fact that the usual payment (£2000) to the Holding Trustees (HT) was not made. Some
members paid their subscription for 2022 before the y/e using bank transfer and such
payments (£753) appear in the accounts. CiN donation (£240) was overlooked and is to be
paid with this year’s CiN SIM pairs event table money, in November 2022. A member queried
the purpose of the HT payment, which was explained as donations to any local charities who
had applied for grants. The report of the HT gives more detail. It was proposed by Adam Loster
and seconded by Dave Thomas that the accounts be accepted.

Tony Butler asked why a £10000 grant was accepted by Bury Athenaeum when there were
more deserving charities. The treasurer explained the money came from Bury Council in 2019
as a business grant rather than a charitable donation. The Athenaeum never applied for
money from the charity fund. President Kath Squire stated that the bank balance when the
Athenaeum reopened on 19/7/2021 was around £8000. So without this grant, the account
would have been in the ‘red’. Secretary Edgar Glucksman suggested that if the grant had not
been accepted then Bury Council would consider it unspent and it would in all probability be
returned to central government funds at the financial y/e.

Janet Carse queried the “Travel Expenses” of £6.30. Vice President Phil Kos (PK) was invited
to explain his reasons for claiming this expense. Members were asked to follow his
presentation using the text version in their meetings packs. He advised the meeting that Bury
Athenaeum is obliged to follow Charity Commission (CC) rules and guidelines.
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- The essential trustee: what you need to know, what you need to do (CC3)
- Trustee expenses and payments (CC11)

In particular, “Unless by personal choice, no trustee should be ‘out of pocket’ as a result of
carrying out their normal duties and responsibilities.” (CC11 Trustee expenses and payments).
Comparisons were made with members receiving winning tickets and thus not paying table
money and being subsidised by those members who may never be good enough to obtain a
winning ticket. The amount involved over a typical year is around £4000. It seemed unfair that
members should not be reimbursed for legitimate expenses. PK estimates that his expenses
since reopening are around £300. PK advocated removal of winning tickets for the few and
implementing a system whereby all could benefit and not have to pay table money on certain
special events throughout the year.

Members then expressed a variety of comments:
● Gross dissatisfaction with any claim for travel expenses
● Questioned the validity of the figures
● Afternoon players do not benefit from free parking on the street unlike evening players
● A little financial incentive and competition is fine
● Define “better bridge players”
● We all need better players to play against in order to improve
● Better players do not always win
● Please clarify that doing work for the bridge section is not to be confused with doing

work for the charity
● We are all volunteers on the Board and provide our services for free
● Nobody to my knowledge has ever claimed travel expenses before
● Trustees must not receive any benefit from the charity unless it is properly authorised

and is clearly in the charity’s interests

a) Appointment of Auditor(s)
The Hon. Auditor Andrew Horrocks (AH) asked the Vice President to explain his comment that
AH did not know the CC rules regarding expense claims. AH has been treasurer for Bury
Samaritans for over seven years and is fully aware of CC rules. AH was also fully aware of the
Board meeting minute (6/12/2021) that recorded the discussion on permitted CC expenses.
However, no Board member actually said that they were going to claim. The travel expense
was questioned as part of the audit. However, it has been suggested that the accounts need to
be re-audited by a different impartial auditor. AH offered to step down as auditor if the meeting
so wished. The Vice President (PK) did not respond. There was no motion from the meeting
asking AH to step down.
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Robert Sloss (RS) said that PK had confused two separate issues.

1. The claiming of expenses by people on Athenaeum business. RS has been on several
charities and expense claims are permitted. However, in his experience, the only people
who claim are those in need and who couldn’t continue with their charitable endeavours
without financial assistance for expenses. It is common practice for others to forgo
claiming as part of their contribution to the charity.

2. The issue of Winning Tickets is completely separate and combining the issues creates
an emotional case in support of the expense claim. This issue gives rise to a little
competition and maybe encourages people to play a little better - that’s all. RS doubted
that a person’s social life depended on receiving a winning ticket from time to time.

Tony Sargeant acknowledged that expenses may be claimed quite legitimately but asked the
treasurer (JG) to describe the claims process and if all claims had followed the process. JG
and KS explained that expenses for consumables were taken from table money on production
of a receipt. Larger amounts are settled using bank transfer. JG had agreed 45p per mile for
travel expenses. PK said he had previously claimed expenses for parking, printing, posting,
face masks, hand sanitisers. Nobody questioned the validity of these expenses.

Andy Gill, a Board member for 3 years, agreed that the issues were separate. A Board level
proposal had been accepted that any travel expense claim was a personal choice, however,
the mechanics of the claims process had not yet been discussed. The CC document also
refers to an expenses policy and the Board needs to address this. Unfortunately travel
expenses have been claimed and paid before Board ratification of a suitable expense policy.
The Board did agree in February 2022 to suspend winning tickets and review throughout the
coming year. If necessary, members might be called upon to decide at the 2023 AGM. KS
reminded the meeting that expenditure was increasing in an unprecedented fashion and the
Board has a duty to manage financial matters prudently.

4. The report of the Honorary Secretary on behalf of the Board
Each member received a copy of the report on arrival. A minute's silence was observed for
deceased members.

5. The report of the Chair of the Holding Trustees
Each member received a copy of the report on arrival. Anne Wilson was welcomed as a
replacement for David Peters who had resigned as he was leaving the area to be with family in
another part of the country.
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6. Election of Officers
President: Kath Squire

Officer Nomination Proposer Seconder

President Kath Squire Max Richman Sandra Richman

Vice President Phil Kos Sue Woods Rita Berry

Hon. Treasurer Janet Gander Susan Leech Sue Woods

Hon. Secretary Edgar Glucksman

Tom Wilson Anita Gold Janet Carse

Sue Woods withdrew her support for Phil Kos following revelations as described in item 3. Tom
Wilson suggested that the position of Vice President was now a casual vacancy and could be
appointed by the Board as per Constitution section 5. Andy Gill agreed and therefore the
position of Vice President remained vacant until such time as the Board accepted a further
complete nomination.

There were two nominations for the position of Hon. Secretary and a ballot was taken. Each
attendee was given a voting slip and the ballot was conducted by Peter Edwards. The result
was:

● Edgar Glucksman received 10 votes
● Tom Wilson received 43 votes

Therefore Tom Wilson was duly elected as Hon. Secretary. Edgar Glucksman (EAG) was
thanked for his service in the past. EAG agreed to continue as secretary for the meeting and
produce the minutes.

7. Election of Directors

Nomination Proposer Seconder

Dave Thomas

Pauline Standbridge

Kathleen Tonks
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Andy Gill

Ruth Leaver

Stewart Mahon

Glynis Coats

Adam Loster

Dave Thomas noted that the full complement of 11 directors had not been reached. The Chair
agreed that there were 3 vacancies.

EAG was not re-elected to the Board as his proposer (Ashley Myers) withdrew his support
following revelations as described in item 3. The Chair tried to explain this privately to avoid
embarrassment and passed EAG an email (from AM) to this effect. Janet Gander was at the
top table and was able to confirm this but EAG appeared to ignore the matter.

8. Constitution amendments
The vacancies can be filled by the Board as per Constitution sections 5 or 16. The revised
Constitution (Mar 2019) omitted the pertinent wording and an amendment is needed to rectify
this omission.TW stated that the proposed amendment had not been agreed by the Board and
was therefore not acceptable as per Constitution section 28. Other amendments deferred from
the 2019 AGM also needed to be included. TW had contacted EAG before the 3 week
deadline expired but was unsuccessful in efforts to correct the omissions and EAG chose not
to present them to the Board for agreement.

Therefore the Chair agreed that the proposed amendment be withdrawn.

9. AOB
Why is it taking so long to repair the broken taps in the ladies toilet? EAG (outgoing House
chair) replied that he had been trying to get them fixed for the last 6 months. The plumber
(Sean Booth) who installed the taps reneged on his promise to replace the faulty taps. The
Board had instructed EAG to use a different plumber and send SB the bill but this was not
easy because the address on his original bill was no longer valid as SB had moved to an
unknown address. Trading Standards were being considered by EAG.

10. President’s closing remarks
The President thanked everyone for attending and closed the meeting at 8:47pm.
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Signed as a true copy by Kath Squire, President & Chair:

Date:

Prepared by: Tom Wilson
Hon. Secretary
31 July 2022
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